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Abstract 

Elasticity is actually one major and important asset for cloud-based systems. This property grants this kind of systems the ability 
to dynamically adjust their resources allocation by scaling up/down when needed in autonomic manner, allowing them to capitalize 
resource utilization, and maintain a suitable quality of service. In this paper, we lean on formal methods to give a precise and 
sufficient semantics to cloud system elasticity. We propose a unique semantic framework based on bigraphical reactive systems 
(BRS) for modeling both structural and behavioral aspects of cloud-based systems. Besides, Maude system serves to simulate and 
verify the elasticity property inherent to these systems using many model-checking techniques as the model-checking invariants 
one. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing19 is new and promising concept in the IT evolution. This new delivery model is becoming more 
influential and increasingly adopted in both academic and industry sectors. Cloud computing is based on a simple idea 
that consists of providing a set of virtualized resources (e.g. servers, virtual machines, applications, and services, etc.) 
as on demand IT services in an elastic way. These services are offered according to three fundamental service models: 
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS). In spite of cloud’s 
numerous potentials, it has raised new issues20 and new security concerns30. The fact that the cloud is accessible via 
internet practically from everywhere exposes it to various types of web-based attacks, as the distributed denial of 
service attacks (DDoS). Such attacks could heavily affect the cloud quality of service (QoS) properties like service 
availability in the cloud. The latter introduces a very important concept that distinguishes cloud paradigm from the 
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other ones, which is rapid elasticity8. Elasticity represents one of the main facilities expected in cloud-based systems; 
its purpose is to preserve the quality of service (QoS) by scaling up or scaling down according to workload changes 
and thereby avoiding resources over-provisioning/under-provisioning. Hence, it is very crucial and vital to ensure 
elasticity in cloud-based systems at different levels. According to the classification of Galante and Bona10, the elasticity 
can be provided using three fundamental methods: horizontal scale, vertical scale and migration7. While the horizontal 
scale method consists of replicating or removing service (virtual machine, containers) instances according to workload 
changes, the vertical scale (resizing) approach consists of adding or removing virtualized resources (e.g. memory, cpu, 
storage, etc.) from a virtual machine at runtime. Finally, migration method is the re-location of a running virtual 
machine (or container/service in some cases) from a physical server to another one. Although, migration is generally 
used for other purposes such as fault recovery and isolation. Some non-elastic cloud solutions employ this method to 
simulate vertical scale. For example, by moving a virtual machine from a loaded server to a less loaded one in order 
to handle further requests16, or by redeploying a service from a loaded (or failing) virtual machine in a new one.  

In this paper, we aim to propose a formal approach enabling the specification and verification of cloud systems and 
their elasticity. Formal methods, characterized by their reliability and robustness, present a very effective mean to 
accomplish this important task. Hence, we adopt bigraphical reactive systems (BRS)21 as a semantic framework for 
modeling both structural and behavioral aspects of cloud-based systems. Indeed, BRS differs from traditional 
formalisms for their graphical aspect, rigorous basis and ability to represent both locality and connectivity of 
distributed systems constituting main concepts of cloud computing. The modeling is achieved by defining a cloud 
bigraph composed of two independent regions representing the front-end and the back-end of a cloud system. The 
dynamic behavior of cloud systems is specified through a set of reaction rules describing different elasticity methods 
that can be performed at different cloud levels (service, platform, and infrastructure levels). Then, in order to simulate 
the cloud elastic behavior, we implement the BRS-based model of cloud systems by integrating it in Maude language6. 
Maude is a high-level formal language supporting executable and verifiable specification for a wide range of systems. 
In this work, we show how we can employ Maude’s model-checking invariants technique to verify the elasticity at the 
infrastructure level (by ensuring that the cloud system scales up/down when needed) while focusing mainly on the 
horizontal scale and migration methods. In this paper, we do not deal with vertical elasticity. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, reviews the state of the art in the formal definition 
and analysis of cloud systems elasticity. In Section 3, we give a brief overview on Bigraphical Reactive Systems 
(BRS). We detail our BRS-based approach for modeling structural and behavioral aspects of cloud systems in Section 
4. The formalization approach is illustrated in Section 5 through a case study. We deal with the elasticity formal 
verification using the case study presented in the previous section as starting point in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 
summarizes the paper and discusses future work. 

2. Related work 

There has been several work in the literature involving formal mathematical models for defining and analyzing 
cloud systems as9, 15, 25. Yet, a solid conceptual and formal foundation for studying the elasticity property in cloud-
based systems is still missing. 

In this context, few attempts and research studies based on a formal framework are currently addressing the formal 
modeling and analysis of the elasticity property. For instance, authors in 5 adopted a temporal logic called CLTLt(D) 
(Timed Constraint LTL) to formalize the elastic behavior of cloud-based systems, by characterizing the properties 
related to elasticity, resource management, and quality of service. In 11 a systematic model-based test generation 
framework for testing the elastic properties of cloud systems is defined. 14 proposed a process algebra framework for 
the specification of virtual machine deployment and migration along with their related security policies in cloud 
systems. The authors of 1 defined a formal framework for the description and evaluation of service-based business 
processes elasticity. An extension of the approach to support stateful SBP has been proposed in 2. 23 used Markov 
Decision Processes (MDPs) as modeling framework for describing elasticity actions and strategies. However, none of 
these works provides a generic and exhaustive methodology for modeling and analyzing the elasticity property 
inherent to cloud-based systems. Researchers in this area, mostly focus on the horizontal scale being the most 
commonly adopted method to provide elasticity in cloud-based systems.  
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As for our adopted formalism, Milner’s bigraphical reactive systems have been already proven very useful and 
valuable on formalizing context-aware, ubiquitous and distributed systems29, 31, 32 along with other uses in different 
other fields17. We argue that locality and connectivity are key aspects of cloud computing which makes BRS an ideal 
solution to model cloud-based systems. Moreover, BRS’s reaction rules serve properly for modeling different types 
of interactions that can occur in a cloud-based system (client’s interactions, elastic behavior, system reconfiguration, 
etc.). In this work, we refine and extend our initially proposed model27 to describe additional cloud and elasticity 
concepts, and also to be able to verify the elasticity using Maude’s model-checking invariants technique. Finally, we 
note a related bigraphical modeling approach for cloud computing4. This approach has a different perspective from 
our work; it focuses particularly on the relationships between service providers and customers only at the SaaS layer, 
and omits cloud systems elasticity and along with their architectural and technical aspects. 

3. Overview of BRS 

The theory of BRS was initially introduced by Milner21 to provide a graphical intuitive formal model that 
emphasizes both locality and connectivity of distributed systems. Thus, it coincides strongly with cloud computing 
concepts. A BRS consists of a category of bigraphs and a set of reaction rules providing them the ability to reconfigure 
themselves. A bigraph is the combination of two independent structures: the place and link graphs. The place graph 
represents system entities geographical distribution. The link graph is a hypergraph representing interconnections 
between these entities. Within a bigraph, nodes represent system entities and edges/hyper-edges represent interactions 
between them (see Fig. 1). A node can be dotted with ports representing connection points to edges or inner/outer 
names. A control is associated to each node; consisting of a node type identifier that belongs to a set called signature. 
Each control indicates ports number of each node (i.e. arity), which controls are atomic (for empty nodes), and which 
of the non-atomic controls are active (i.e. subject to reactions) or passive. The inner/outer names of a bigraph indicate 
connectors to other elements. Such interconnection is only possible if the outer name of a bigraph or root (i.e. region) 
corresponds to the inner name of another bigraph. The sites represent holes into which a root or node can be nested, 
they are considered as an abstraction indicating the presence of other elements (e.g. nodes).  

Definition 122: A bigraph is formally defined by where: V and E represent finite 
sets of nodes and edges respectively. is a control map that assigns a control to each node. The signature 
K is a set of controls. is the place graph of the bigraph G. prnt: m  V → V  n is a 
parent map indicating the parent of each node. m and n are  respectively the number of sites and roots. 

represent the link graph of the bigraph G where link: X  P E  Y is a link map, X and 
Y are respectively inner and outer names and P is a set of ports of G.  represent 
respectively inner and outer interfaces of the bigraph G. 

In addition to the graphical representation, a term algebraic language is defined to denote bigraphs21. The language 
primary operations and elements are summarized in Table 1. 

The behavioral aspects of BRS are expressed via reaction rules used to reconfigure bigraphs. Thus, reaction rules 
define the dynamic behavior of BRS where two reconfigurations are possible: placing (nesting) and linking. 

 

Fig. 1. The anatomy of bigraphs. 
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Table 1. Terms language for bigraphs. 

Term Signification 
U || V Juxtaposition of roots 
U | V Juxtaposition of nodes 
U ο V Composition of nodes 

U  V Tensor product 
U.V Nesting (U contains V) 

1 The barren (empty) root 
di Site numbered i 

/x.U U with outer name x replaced by an edge 
x/y Connection inner names y to outer name x 

 

Fig. 2. Virtual machine migration reaction rule. 

Definition 222: Formally, a reaction rule takes the form (R, R', η) where R: m J is a bigraph called redex to be 
transformed to a reactum one R':m' J and the instantiation map  η:m m  is a map of ordinals.  

As an example, Fig. 2 represents a placing reaction rule that allows a service (S) to redeploy from a loaded virtual 
machine (VM) to another one (VM’). This rule can be also represented by the following formula: 

 

4. Modeling cloud-based systems and their elasticity using BRS 

At a high level of abstraction, a cloud system is considered as a set of computing resources (e.g. servers, virtual 
machines, etc.) distributed across multiple computing sites, and are often referred to as nodes. These different 
resources are provided as on demand services, which clients can consume according to their needs. Thus, two types 
of entities are identified in cloud computing: the front-end entity and the back-end entity interacting via the Internet. 
The front-end represents the client interface, used to access the cloud. Clients are classified into two kinds: end users 
(i.e. simple cloud service consumers) and developers (i.e., costumers exploiting cloud providers as Google Apps, 
Amazon EC2 to host their applications). The back-end represents a cloud service provider. It offers a complete system 
for allocating the required resources to execute user applications and managing the entire system flow. 

In order to clarify the modeling of structural and behavioral aspects of cloud-based systems, we outline in this 
section how a given cloud system is represented by a bigraph and how its elastic behavior at different levels is 
represented using reaction rules. The proposed formalization approach is based on a set of formal mapping rules 
defining correspondences between cloud system elements and bigraph theory concepts (see Fig. 3). 

It is noticeable that each cloud element has a precise semantics in the theory of BRS. Thus, the conceived bigraphs 
do not just specify the graphical representation, but also the intended mathematical models. Furthermore, the proposed 
bigraph-based model is enriched with a set of reaction rules expressing cloud systems overall behavior. In this paper, 
we focus on describing different elasticity methods that allow cloud systems to scale up and down using reaction rules. 
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Fig. 3. Correspondence between cloud and BRS concepts. 

4.1. Bigraphical model of cloud-based systems 

According to our BRS-based formalization approach, we model a cloud system with a bigraph as a compound of 
two independent roots (0, 1) representing the location (physical/logical) of its front-end and back-end.   

Fig. 4 shows a simplified bigraphical cloud instance. The font-end (root 0) of this instance contains two clients, a 
developer and an end user represented respectively by the controls D1 and EU1. While the back-end (root 1) is 
composed of a data center, load balancer, two servers and two virtual machines defined respectively by the controls 
DC1, LB1, SE1, SE2, VM1 and VM2. Nodes of controls S1 and S2 represent two deployed services (service S1 
deployed by the developer D1, service S2 allocated by the end user EU1). The various kinds of interactions between 
these cloud components are modeled by edges/hyper-edges and inner/outer names. For instance, the edge e4 (see Fig. 
4) models an end user EU1 allocating a service S2. Another example is the inner name x attached to the load balancer 
LB1 representing an open link used as interaction medium with clients. We use sites to represent abstracted away 
elements indicating the existence of other entities (nodes). For instance, site 3 shown in Fig. 4 may represent the 
existence of other servers and/or load balancers, while site 2 within the server SE2 represents abstracted away virtual 
machines. Finally, the node of control L within the server SE1 is used to model a loaded server. We note that nodes 
of control L can be used in other cases to express loaded virtual machines or containers. 

The different controls used to define our bigraphical cloud models are listed in Table 2. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. An example of a simplified bigraphical cloud model. 
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Table 2. Controls for the bigraphical cloud models. 

Control Meaning Attribute Arity 

DA Developer  Atomic 2 

EUB End user Atomic 2 
DCC Data center Active 0 

LBD Load balancer Atomic 2 

SEE Server Active 0 
VMF Virtual machine Active 0 

CJ Container Active 0 

SH Service Atomic 2 
L Loaded  Active 0 

Definition 3: We define formally a bigraph CS modeling a cloud-based system by   
 where: 

 , are sets of nodes and edges of the cloud bigraph CS, modeling respectively cloud system 
entities and the interaction between these entities. 

  is a control map assigning to each node  of the cloud bigraph CS a 
control  defining its identity. The signature  is the set of controls associated to CS. 

  is the place graph of CS.  is a parent 
map indicating the locality of each node (cloud entity). m and n are  the number of sites and roots. 

 represents link graph of CS where
 is a link map specifying the connectivity between the different cloud entities, X and Y are respectively 

inner and outer names and is the set of ports of CS. 
  represent inner and outer interfaces of the cloud bigraph CS.  

To illustrate this definition, the bigraphical cloud model of Fig. 4 can be written by  
where the sets of nodes and edges are given by  and

 The signature associated to CS bigraph is 

. Finally,  and  are link and place graphs of the bigraph CS. 

4.2. Representing cloud-based systems elastic behavior 

Although, bigraphs are sufficient to formally specify cloud-based systems structure, they do not represent their 
dynamic behavior. Our main contribution is to extend the proposed bigraph-based model by a set of reaction rules to 
specify cloud systems overall behavior. In this work, we focus particularly on expressing their elastic behavior. Each 
rule represents an elasticity action triggered in response to workload changes, and can be applied in a specific level 
depending on the kind of service offered by the cloud provider: software (applications or services), platform 
(containers) and infrastructure (virtual machines).  

In a cloud-based system, resources provision can be made in automatic and autonomic manner using three elasticity 
methods (i.e. horizontal scale, vertical scale and migration) granting it the ability to scale up/down according to 
workload changes10. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the specification of the horizontal scale and migration 
methods; we do not deal with vertical scale method. The horizontal scale (instance replication/consolidation) approach 
consists of replicating/removing service (vm, container) instances according to workload changes. The migration 
method is the re-location of a running virtual machine (or container/service in some cases) from a physical server to 
another one. Migration is generally used for other purposes such as fault recovery, yet some non-elastic cloud solutions 
use this method to simulate vertical scale. For example, by migrating a virtual machine from a loaded physical host 
server to a less loaded one in order to handle further requests16, or by redeploying a service from a loaded (or failing) 
virtual machine in a new one.  

Fig. 5 illustrates how we model cloud-based systems elastic behavior at different levels using reaction rules. 
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Fig. 5. Modeling the elastic behavior of cloud systems. 

Note that the cloud system and its behavior are formalized as bigraphical reactive system; its configuration 
transition is performed through a series of meta-reaction rules. Thus, the meta-reaction rules cited in Fig. 5 can be 
instantiated to express cloud system changes in terms of elasticity at different levels, while preserving cloud 
architectural constraints. Besides, additional reaction rules can be defined to express other behavioral situations related 
to cloud-based systems such as client connection/disconnection, service allocation, service deployment, etc.  

For a better comprehension, we explain in what follows the two reaction rules R1 and R3 shown in Fig. 5. 
The first rule (R1) describes a virtual machine instance replication. Its graphical representation is given in Fig. 6. 

This rule can be triggered when a virtual machine is loaded or failing, this is encoded in the left hand side of the 
reaction rule (redex) by the node of control L being within the virtual machine VM. On the right hand side (reactum) 
the virtual machine is replicated by creating a new virtual machine VM’. Note that the load in lessened in the virtual 
machine VM (node of control L vanished) by splitting the deployed services between the two virtual machines (VM 
and VM’). 

The second reaction rule (R3) models the migration of a virtual machine from a loaded host server (physical or 
logical) to another less loaded one. Its graphical form is depicted in Fig. 7. Notice on the left hand of the reaction rule 
(redex), the server SE is marked with a node of control L meaning that the server is currently loaded. On the right 
hand side (reactum) observe that the virtual machine has relocated from server of SE to server SE’. It is also noticeable 
that the node of control L has vanished meaning that the loaded has lessened in server SE. 

 

Fig. 6. R1: Virtual machine instance replication. 
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Fig. 7. R3: Virtual machine migration. 

5. Case study 

In order to illustrate our proposed BRS-based approach, we present in this section a simplified example of cloud-
based system. We consider a ticket booking system (TicketBook)26 deployed in a cloud infrastructure. This system is 
composed of four services:  AirTicketBook service (S1) for booking air tickets, BoatTicketBook service (S2) for 
steamer tickets, TrainTicketBook service (S3) for train tickets and BusTicketBook service (S4) for bus tickets. 
Supposing that actually there are three end users (EU1, EU2 and EU3) interacting with the TicketBook system, two 
of them allocating the BoatTicketBook service (S2), while the third end user is connected to the TrainTicketBook 
service (S3). In case of a growing incoming workload (e.g. new end user requesting service S4), the cloud system 
needs to ensure keeping the services running smoothly by employing an elasticity method. Let us consider two 
different simple scenarios where we use two different cloud instances, and where we can employ independently the 
horizontal scale (replication/consolidation) and migration elasticity methods. 

Scenario 1: First, let us suppose that all the four services (S1, S2, S3, S4) are deployed in the same virtual machine 
(VM1) being deployed in the server (S1). According to our formalization approach, the corresponding bigraphical 
model is shown in Fig. 8 below. In case of using the horizontal scale method, the cloud system scale up in response to 
a higher workload by creating a new virtual machine instance (replication) within the same server to balance the load 
between the two virtual machines (divide the deployed services). Then, to avoid resources over provisioning when the 
workload drops, the cloud system scales down by returning to its original configuration (consolidation). 

Scenario 2: For the second cloud system instance, we suppose that each two services are deployed together in a 
distinct virtual machine, and these virtual machines are deployed in the same server. The corresponding bigraphical 
model is shown in Fig. 9. For this configuration, we suppose that the cloud system employs the virtual machine 
migration method. In response to workload changes, this time a virtual machine migrates from the loaded host server 
SE1 (node L within the server) to the server SE2. Then, when the load on server SE1 is lessened (e.g. request satisfied), 
the migrated virtual machine returns to its original server. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 8.  Bigraphical representation of cloud system instance (Scenario 1). 
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Fig. 9.  Bigraphical representation of cloud system instance (Scenario 2). 

Using these two scenarios and two cloud system bigraphical instances as starting points, we present in the next 
section how we define a rewriting engine based on Maude language that allows the execution and simulation of our 
BRS-based models. We also illustrate how Maude’s model-checking invariants technique can be employed to verify 
the elasticity property at the infrastructure level. 

6. Verifying cloud systems elasticity 

Bigraphical reactive systems present an excellent mean to formalize cloud-based systems structure and behavior in 
terms of elasticity through reaction rules. However, tools built around BRS as BPLTool12 and DBtk3 are very limited 
and specific to some application domains. 

In a previous work28, we were able to verify the elasticity property at service level using BigMC24, a model-checker 
designed to operate on bigraphical reactive systems. Although BigMC is an interesting tool, we were confronted with 
several issues. For instance, complex properties are very difficult to express due to its limited predefined predicates. 
In addition, the proposed model needs to be adapted to each property to be verified giving rise to a less generic 
solution. Therefore, in order to explore other options we turn to Maude language, which is a high-level formal 
specification language based on equational and rewriting logics18. The choice of Maude language is motivated by its 
ability to separately execute and verify specifications using many simulation and verification techniques such as 
model-checking invariants, which makes it a great alternative to BigMC. In this work, we illustrate how we can 
employ Maude’s model-checking invariants technique to verify the elasticity property by ensuring that the cloud 
system scale up/down when needed. 

6.1. The implementation step 

In purpose of executing and verifying the elasticity property, we implement the same BRS-based model of cloud 
systems by integrating it in Maude language. Hence, two essential modules are defined, giving a clear distinction 
between structural and behavioral aspects of our cloud bigraphical models: the BiCLOUD_SYNTAX and 
BiCLOUD_DYNAMIC modules. Fig. 10 depicts the mapping between the main aspects of our cloud bigraphical 
model and their equivalent in Maude language. For details about Maude language, the reader is referred to6. 

First, using a set of sort and operator declarations we reflect the structural aspects of our bigraphical model by 
defining its signature and semantics within the functional module BiCLOUD_SYNTAX, the syntax of this Maude 
specification is fully inspired from the bigraph term language and our cloud bigraphical model. The most important 
operator of the BiCLOUD_SYNTAX module is: (op _|_||_|_  FrontEnd Site BackEnd Site −> Bigraph .), used 
to declare the static structure of a cloud bigraphical model, which is composed of two different roots representing the 
font-end and back-end of a cloud system, these roots are separated with the juxtaposition term (||) . 
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 Fig. 10. Mapping cloud BRS-based model to Maude. 

 
 

 

Fig. 11. Vm instance replication rewrite rule. 

We deal with the behavioral aspects of our bigraphical model, by defining the system module 
BiCLOUD_DYNAMIC. This module contains a set of rewrite rules declarations corresponding to BRS reaction rules. 
For the two scenarios specified in the case study’s example, we define two different rewrite rule sequences expressing 
the horizontal scale and the virtual machine migration methods; each rewrite rule sequence corresponds to a scenario. 
As an example, we give the rewrite rule for virtual machine instance replication in Fig. 11. The principle of this rule 
has been explained previously in subsection 4.2. Finally, we note that our proposed Maude-based approach is generic 
enough and may be easily extended to model other scenarios and other behavioral aspects of cloud-based systems. 
Additionally, it results in separately executable and verifiable specifications. 

6.2. The verification step 

Model checking is a fully automatic and fast verification technique, which makes it a very effective approach for 
analyzing the correctness of safety-critical systems such as cloud-based systems. Thus, we illustrate in the following 
how Maude’s search command and model-checking invariants technique can be employed to verify the elasticity 
property under finite reachability assumptions (scenarios 1 and 2). The syntax of the search command conforms to the 
following general scheme6: search [n,m]  <Term-1> <SearchArrow> <Term-2> such that <Condition> . Where: 
n is an argument providing a bound on the number of desired solutions, m is another argument stating the maximum 
depth of the search. <Term-1> and <Term-2> are respectively the starting term and the pattern that has to be reached. 
<SearchArrow> is an arrow indicating the form of the rewriting proof from <Term-1> until <Term-2>, for instance (=>*) 
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means a rewriting proof consisting of none, one or more steps. <Condition> states a property that has to be satisfied 
by the reached state. 

According to Herbst13, “the elasticity is the degree to which a system is able to adapt to workload changes by 
provisioning and deprovisioning resources in an autonomic manner”. Thus, verifying the elasticity property consists 
of checking that the cloud system is scaling up, when the workload rises and scaling down when it drops. To perform 
the desired verification, we define two states describing the elasticity property, the scale-up and scale-down states. 
These states are defined depending on the desired scenario in an additional module named BiCLOUD_CHECK (Fig. 
12). Our purpose from the verification is to ensure that the two states are reachable from an initial state (<Term-1>) 
that corresponds to a given scenario. Checking that the cloud system is scaling up and down, may ensure the absence 
of certain forms of elasticity violations such as plasticity (i.e. the inability of a cloud system to spontaneously return 
to its original configuration after an adaptation process11). 

In the case of verifying the horizontal scale elasticity (scenario 1), we ensure that the cloud system has replicated 
the virtual machine to scale up, and then removed the copy to scale down (returned back to its original configuration). 
The elasticity property is verified using the command bellow, (the initial state corresponds to the first scenario 
configuration): 
search in BiCLOUD_CHECK : Configuration-Scenario1 =>* B:Bigraph such that elasticity (B:Bigraph) == true . 

For the second scenario, we verify that a virtual machine has migrated from server SE1 to the server SE2 (scale 
up), then returned to the original server when the workload has dropped (scale down). In a similar way as we did 
before, but with a different initial state (scenario 2), the verification is lunched with the following command: 
search in BiCLOUD_CHECK : Configuration-Scenario2 =>* B:Bigraph such that elasticity (B:Bigraph) == true .  

In the case of using the horizontal scale method, we obtain the model checking result shown in Fig. 13.  Notice that 
the search returns two solutions corresponding to the desired states, meaning that the cloud system has scaled up and 
down properly (property verified). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 12. The BICLOUD_CHECK module. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

Fig. 13. Horizontal scale verification result. 
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7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented a formal modeling and verification approach for cloud systems elasticity based on 
bigraphical reactive systems and Maude language. First, we adopted BRS as semantic framework to model the 
structural and behavioral aspects of cloud-based systems. The structure is defined by a bigraph CS composed of two 
independent regions representing the front-end and the back-end of a cloud system. While the behavior of cloud-based 
systems is characterized by a set of reaction rules describing elasticity methods preformed at different levels. Then, 
Maude system and its model-checking invariants technique intervened to execute the proposed model and verify the 
elasticity property inherent to these systems at the infrastructure level. 

We are currently working on further refinements and extensions to our bigraphical model of cloud-based systems, 
to be able to express the vertical scale elasticity method, which was not covered by our model. Additionally, we intend 
to verify other properties related to elasticity through other more complex and detailed examples of cloud-based 
systems. 
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